Your lip prints are like Chapters of a
Book - Each one telling more about your
story. Your lip prints reveal things such
as: Are you Creative and Artistic? Are
you a “foodie”? Do you need a vacation?
Lipsology can tell you these things and
much more.
Ariana has been entertaining at

parties and events for over 30 years.
Her upbeat and humorous approach gets
everyone involved. They all want to find out
what she sees in their lip prints.
Her skill and accuracy are amazing!

Lipsology Will Captivate Your Guests
At Any Event

Birthdays, Anniversaries, Grad Nights, Reunions, Grand Openings, Corporate Events,
Trade Shows, Bridal Showers, Wedding parties,
Baby Showers, Picnics, Teas, Holiday Parties
and more!

Virtual Lipsology Parties! - Using
Skype, FaceTime, etc. you can have a
virtual Lipsologist at your event anywhere in the world!!!

A Couples Reading at the NC Museum of Art

Let your lip prints
do the talking!

Using Lipsology, Ariana gives
people a way to look at
themselves a little differently, creates a lot of fun and laughter, and
gives your guests something to
take home with them (their kiss
card) to remember the great event
they were at. It will create lots of
buzz both at your event and for
a long time afterwards.

Lip Messages
Lipsology®- The Art of
Lip Print Reading
with Ariana

Ariana is one of only
6 certified Lipsologists
worldwide & the only one on
the East Coast!
Want to learn to be a
Certified Lipsologist?
Ariana is the 1st
Certified Lipsology Teacher!!
Go to lipmessages.com to see
Ariana on the Dr. OZ Show!

Ariana uses Lipsology to discover
your guests’ personality traits based
on each individual’s lip prints. This
entertainment is unique and fun and
something your guests will be
talking about long after your event.

Contact Ariana at:
www.lipmessages.com
lipsology@gmail.com
301-509-0657
DC, MD, VA & beyond

Do you have a
cupid’s bow?
If so, you like to
make an impression
on others.

Lipsology® shows:
* Personality Traits
* Energy Levels
* Emotions
* More!

With 25 categories and over
100 sub-categories of lip prints
there’s lots to learn
and lots to tell when it comes to
lip print reading.
Some of Ariana’s clients have been:

Sephora 5th Avenue, Cosmopolitan Magazine,
Nieman Marcus, The NC Museum of Art,
Wedding411, SHE SC, US Lacrosse, Renaissance & The Greenbriar Hotels

Big lip prints?
You like to do things in a big way!

Triangular lip prints Helps others to succeed.

What do your lip prints
say about you?

Ghost Lip prints?
You could use some rest and relaxation!
Want to learn more? Ariana is a Certified
Lipsology Teacher! Contact Ariana for more
information on becoming a Certified Lipsologist!

Ariana’s Lipsology Table Setup

& Celebrations such
as Weddings, Bridal showers, Baby
showers, Bat & Bar Mitzvahs, Birthday
parties, Embassy Events, Holiday parties
both in person and now Virtual Parties
on Skype, Facetime etc.

Contact Ariana for pricing
and more information
to find out what messages
your lip prints have for you!

301-509-0657
www.lipmessages.com
Lip Messages on Facebook

